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Introduction  

Tufenkian Artisan Carpets, the world's leading designer and maker of entirely handcrafted Tibetan and 

Armenian carpets, invites you to create your own masterpiece. With our special custom program, we will 

guide you through the easy and exciting process of designing a carpet to meet your specific needs.  

 

For our premium line, we use only the finest quality unbleached Tibetan and Armenian wool, which is then 

hand-carded with traditional metal-toothed combs, hand-spun on primitive spindles, hand-dyed in copper 

vats and then hand-knotted to produce heirloom quality carpets.  

 

Tufenkian has recently added two special programs:  the Tufenkian Contract Quality Program and the 

Tufenkian Tufted Program.  The purpose of these programs are to enable our Dealers/Showrooms to 

capture sales to customers who would like to purchase Tufenkian designs and the Tufenkian brand, but for 

whom we cannot meet, in hand-knotted quality, their absolute budget (price), size (they need bigger or more 

exact than we can make) or timing.  Details of these programs are noted in “Special Programs”. 

 

There are few limitations on what Tufenkian can create with your guidance. We have craftspeople, facilities 

and infrastructure to make anything happen. With over 20 years of experience in designing and creating 

world-class handmade carpets, we are the industry leader with the reliability and expertise that goes with it.   

 

New Materials.  It’s not just about silk and wool.  Tufenkian now works with Aloo, Hemp, Bamboo Silk and 

Linen to add texture, variety and different price points.  Sample kits are available including materials 

blankets demonstrating all materials in various combinations.  Your designers will be able to see what we 

offer all in one place.   

 

New Constructions.   Two years ago we introduced Yak-soo, a thick, plush, vegetable-dyed rug (a departure 

from our standard Swiss Metal Complex dyes).  It has been wildly popular and we have done several custom 

Yak-soo jobs.   While we can certainly do custom vegetable dyes, they are more challenging and come with 

more color variance than Swiss Metal Complex dyes.  For the client who loves the Yak-soo but demands 

exactitude, we can also dye Yak-soo with Swiss dyes. 

 

A New Color Pom System.  In 2011, we completely redesigned our color system merging 700+ colors 

across several suppliers into one color set applicable to all Tibetan production.  

 Problem colors have been dropped from the set,  

 Rugs with problem colors have been dropped from the line,  

 New Color Pom Box with 256 colors  and many more in the Tufenkian Custom Design studio.       

If you cannot find a color you like, ask a Custom specialist. 

 All colors are Tufenkian-washed to provide consistency in the Color Pom Box. 

 

The Tufenkian Color Pom Box provides an immediate tool for designers to use when custom coloring a 

carpet.   
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What you can expect  

 

Tufenkian carpets are a product of nature in its purest form. Every spring, our sheepherders drive the herds 

down into the valleys of Nepal and Armenia where the sheep are sheared. The wool is gently washed, 

sorted, carded, spun and dyed entirely by hand to prepare it for the hand weaving process. Just as the wool 

varies from sheep to sheep in the natural world, the combination of its varied textures with our intensive 

hand production creates subtle variations in the surface color and texture of the final carpet. These natural 

color striations enhance the individuality and beauty of each carpet, resulting in a sophisticated but 

understated design sensibility that characterizes each carpet's unique personality, providing classic appeal 

and maximum durability for years to come. 

 

We are consultative.  Use our experience, use our guidance.   We look forward to helping you create your 

masterpiece.  This manual will give you the information you need to guide your through the process.  
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Quick Reference - Custom Rug Ordering Step by Step 

Choose Design: 
The first step in the process is choosing the desired pattern.  Select a Tufenkian design and modify color 

and/or shape and size, or create your own unique design.   

 

Choose Size, Shape and Scale: 

 Tufenkian carpets may be produced in circular, square, octagonal and oval shapes and up to 35' 

width x 50' length. 

 Can the client accept standard production variances or is the rug size critical? 

 Do they want a standard Tufenkian scaled design or a modified scale? 

 Is this a wall-to-wall or inset installation? 

 

Choose Color: 
You may modify an existing design/colorway by changing one or many color placements.  Select colors from 

the Tufenkian Color Pom Box specifying color number (labeled on the pom).   

 

Request a Formal Quote: 
Fax a completed Quote Request form to your Tufenkian Sales Support Representative specifying all details 

of your custom rug.  

 

The Formal Quote:  
A formal Tufenkian Quote is issued and faxed to the dealer/showroom verifying the details of the Quote 

Request form and acknowledging any additional services requested, including deposit requirements, in 

writing. In no case does this quote imply that an actual order has been placed.  Full rug orders can only be 

initiated once a deposit check has been received.  

 

Renderings: 
Tufenkian custom artists can produce computer renderings of your design for you to visualize your custom 

color and/or size selection.    

 

Strikeoffs: 
Strikeoffs are available in two sizes and are recommended for clients who wish to be sure of their color 

selection before commencing construction of the carpet.   

 1x1 Strikeoffs.  Smaller strikeoffs can be used for simpler designs.   

 2x2 Strikeoffs.  Larger strikeoffs show more of the design elements of the rug and are recommended 

for more intricate patterns. 

 
Place the Final Order: 
Once all details have been finalized, submit the approved rendering, strikeoff, Quote and any other relevant 

information with a deposit check for 50% of the rug cost to the Tufenkian Finance Manager. Within a few 

days of receipt of the check, an order is placed with the supplier and a Tufenkian Sales Order is issued and 

faxed as a confirmation to you. 
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I. The Details - Initiating a Custom Order 

A. Quote Request Form (QRF) - because many options exist in the development of a custom Tufenkian 

rug, we provide each customer with a Quote Request Form (included in the Custom Manual) that indicates 

in checklist form the essential information we need in order to supply a formal Quote. 

 

We highly recommend using this checklist while working with customers to prompt discussion of all the 

details of the project. Any questions that arise at this point can be addressed with our Custom Department 

personnel, who are on hand to help you with this process. Once the details of the project are defined, the 

form should be faxed to your Sales Support Representative allowing Tufenkian to build a formal custom 

quote. Your Sales Support Representative can execute straightforward custom quotes (reviewed by the 

Custom Department) and will refer more complex quote requests to the Custom Department. Interfacing 

directly with Sales Support will facilitate more consistent points of contact with Tufenkian and will free the 

Custom Department staff to be more consultative with you particularly on complex projects.  

 

Include at least the following information on the Quote Request Form: 

 

 Design 

 Colorway (standard or with changes) 

 Size, Scale 

 Fringe (yes/no) 

 Construction quality, wool and/or silk placements 

 Indicate optional services if required (Rendering, Strike Off, Custom Color, Exact Size) 

 Any other special instructions 

 

B. Specify details not defined in the Quote Request Form separately -  

 

 A copy of the line drawing with the customized color placements as well as indications of any 

changes in scale or construction from the usual 

 A diagram to show odd-shape, scale or other modifications 

 Other relevant instructions (ex, dealer purchase order, sidemark, project name, shipping 

instructions) 

 

C. The Tufenkian Quote - outlines the specifics regarding each custom rug. The Quote will fill in the design 

codes and color information and main details of the rug. Customers must review the Quote to verify that all 

of the particulars comply with their original QRF and any other information they have submitted. Quotes 

are valid for 30 days.  

 

Whenever further changes in the instructions for a custom rug are required, please submit them in writing. 

Tufenkian will produce an updated Quote and fax it back to you for review.  
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II. Custom Design and Creation 

 
A. Using a Tufenkian rug as a starting point - you can: 

 

 Resize a programmed rug 

 Recolor a Tufenkian design by changing one or more colors 

 Alter elements or scale of a Tufenkian rug design 

 Change the construction quality of a design (changes in design and scale may be necessary) 

 Change the material (ex, switch silk for linen) 

 Use cut and loop or wool/silk combinations, vary pile heights, mix color plies, add silk 

 

Please discuss your ideas with a Tufenkian Custom or Sales Support Representative to ascertain what 

materials we would need to create a one of a kind rug for you. 

 

When ordering off of a showroom sample, it is best to compare major colors (i.e., placements A,B,C) with 

the color poms.  Since all Tufenkian rugs are hand-made and unique, production colors vary in an 

acceptable spectrum of tone and color.  The sample rug might be on one end of that spectrum.  Also, colors 

and production methods tend to change over time, so an older showroom sample may look different newly 

produced.  If you need help in assessing a sample for the best match, you may send the sample to the 

Custom Department for evaluation and color specification.   

 

B. Creating Rug Designs from Original Sources - Tufenkian dealers can fulfill their customers' dreams by 

creating unique, one-of-a-kind custom rugs. Fabrics, upholstery, wallpaper, hand-sketches, books, 

magazines, etc. can inspire rug designs. Unusual rug designs can be positioned within unique rug shapes to 

create a special color and design statement. 

  

C. Changing materials and fibers and construction.  Being price effective is increasingly important.  

Tufenkian has introduced a number of new fibers to give you a variety of options in customizing a carpet as 

well as keeping costs contained. Materials such as linen, banana silk and bamboo silk can serve as 

alternatives to the pricier silk while maintaining that silky sheen.  Hemp and aloo can add more texture to a 

rug and have popularly been used in mixed-ply with wool.  Tufenkian has material blankets at your disposal 

to demonstrate the look and feel of these fibers 
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III. Using Tufenkian Custom Tools 
 

A. Working with Line Drawings. 

 

A line drawing is a black and white line art representation of a rug scaled to a 6' x 9' or 8' x 10' size, and 

reproduced on high quality stock so the master may be copied as needed. Line drawings identify all color 

placements in a rug and positions other than regular cut pile.  

 

Select colors and insert the color pom numbers in the appropriate A/B/C field. The color set that should be 

used is specified in the upper right hand corner of the line drawing. All colors in the rug must be selected 

from this color set. This instruction indicates that this particular design has characteristics that can only be 

made with one of our factories. Any complex changes should be discussed with a Custom Specialist for 

clarity.  

 

Line Drawings, Quote Request Forms and relevant information about the Custom Program are posted on 

the Tufenkian Online FTP Site.  If you don’t already have a userid/password for this Site, please ask your 

RSM to set you up.  The FTP Site has not only custom information but Tufenkian dealer materials as well 

as high resolution images of all rugs in the line. 

 

B. Guide to Colors. 

 

We use Swiss Metal complex dyes in both Armenian and Nepalese production.  They are a combination of 

dye molecules bound together by a metal atom such as iron, aluminum, or chromium.  They are superior 

because they are consistent, colorfast and any color may be created from them.  The Swiss were among the 

first to produce them and make them very high quality dyes as evidenced by many years of excellent 

customer experience with our rugs and third-party testing results (available upon request).   

 

A New Color Pom System.  In 2011, we completely redesigned our old ColorPod system consolidating 

hundreds of colors across several suppliers into ONE color set applicable to all Tibetan production.  

 Problem colors have been dropped from the set,  

 Rugs with problem colors have been dropped from the line,  

 Silk poms are represented,  

 All colors are Tufenkian-washed to provide consistency in the Color Pom Box. 

 

The Tufenkian Color Pom Box provides an immediate tool for designers to use when custom coloring a 

carpets.  And we have many more colors in the Tufenkian Custom Design studio.  If you cannot find a 

color you like, ask a Tufenkian Custom specialist.   

 
Importantly, the Tufenkian Color Pom Box entirely replaces the old Pod Box.  From this point onward, we 

will only accept custom orders referencing pom colors.   

 

Creating Unique Colors.  With over 1,000 Tufenkian colors to choose from, most customers will find the 

right combination of colors to create their custom rug. Customers requiring unique colors, not available in 

Tufenkian's color library, may submit their colors in the form of fabric, wallpaper swatches, yarns or sample 

rugs for the creation of a custom color and a 1' x 1' strikeoff of the color(s). 
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Specifying Silk Colors 

Silk is only available from our Nepalese suppliers. Tufenkian uses high quality, unbleached, natural silk 

imported from China. When specifying silk colors, select from a wool color pom with the expectation that 

the silk color can match closely with expected variance due to difference in materials and type of wash.  For 

rugs with significant amounts of silk, a 1' x 1' strikeoff is recommended.  We do not provide silk colors, 

though there are 12 silk colors in the Color Pom Box for your reference.  Instead, we ask that you specify 

silk colors from wool poms.  By giving the rug a gentle wash, Tufenkian can ensure that the silk colors are 

great matches to the equivalent colors in wool.  For rugs with significant amounts of silk, we continue to 

require that strikeoffs be done. 

 

C.  Control Samples.   

 

Matching to Showroom Samples 

Your showroom samples are representative of our rugs production because these samples are likely a mix of 

old and new production – regardless of color, there will inevitably be differences in degree of abrash (which 

like knots in wood, is specific to a rug and may not be replicable in another), washes, silks, changes in 

construction quality, etc all of which can accumulate to a great difference in appearance.  The rugs are 

entirely hand-made using a multitude of hand-made factors; if any or several of these factors are altered, it 

may certainly change the entire look of one rug vs. another.  It’s not just about the color.   

 

Consequently, when ordering off of a showroom sample, it is best compare major colors (i.e., placements 

A,B,C) with the color poms since we will match to pom standards.  Since all Tufenkian rugs are hand-made 

and unique, production colors vary in an acceptable spectrum of tone and color.  The sample rug might be 

on one end of that spectrum.  Also, colors, dyeing techniques and production methods tend to refine over 

time, so an older showroom sample may look different newly produced.   

 

Control Samples 

We have developed a set of control samples for popular programmed and discontinued rugs.  This allows 

us to represent current production of these rugs rather than going through the process of creating strikeoffs 

or producing a rug that is ultimately unacceptable to you.  This makes the custom process quicker and more 

confident for us all.  If you feel that the control sample is not acceptable for the project, we encourage you to 

send your sample to the Custom Department for specification and a strikeoff will be required.   

 

While we have many tools and creative methods at our disposal to meet your needs, we must emphasize 

that the production of hand-made goods is by definition an imperfect process and we are therefore limited 

in our abilities to match any given sample to whatever fine degree of perfection a customer desires.  We ask 

that you feel comfortable with the beauty and variations inherent in our hand-made rugs.   

 

In summary: 

– Work with our new Color Pom standards. 

– If there is a specific showroom piece you must match to, let us know.   

– Use the control samples to understand current production. 

– And we recommend strikeoffs for all pieces but especially for larger pieces, rugs ordered off of older 

samples, anything construction engineered and those which have a higher level of silk. 
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IV.  Renderings and Strike Offs 

 
A. The Rendering Process - takes place when a customer needs to visualize custom color changes, design 

scale changes, or a completely new rug design and color. 

 

The Custom Department will initiate the color rendering process once a request is made as indicated on the 

QRF or when necessary at the discretion of the Custom Department.  A completed line drawing or other 

source information outlining the design and color requirements should accompany the request. When 

Tufenkian line drawings are used, make a copy of the original drawing found in the Custom Manual, so that 

the master can remain intact and be used again. 

 

Color renderings take approximately one to five working days to produce depending on complexity. 

Renderings created from original artwork may sometimes take longer, depending on the complexity of the 

design. Renderings may also be emailed to you or your client. Unless a customer indicates otherwise, 

renderings are emailed.    

 

Renderings are produced to match Tufenkian's proprietary colors, without addressing the three-dimensional 

aspects of the rug, such as texture. When our customer approves a rendering and wishes to proceed with a 

strikeoff or final production of the custom rug, they must sign-off on the approved rendering and fax it to the 

Custom Department. Custom renderings represent the final approved color and design that will be 

produced by our factory.  Color rendering prices are described in the Appendix:  Costs.   

 

B. Strikeoffs are available in two sizes: 

 

 The 2' x 2' size when design elements and the full color combination need to be represented. It will 

show all colors in a combination, but not all elements of a design. The scale of the final rug may not 

always be represented accurately in the strikeoff due to size constraints. 

 

 The 1’ x 1’ size when a simple design in up to four custom colors needs to be approved. The whole 

of a small design element or a fragment of a larger one can be represented. For color testing, a solid 

color, blocks or bands of several colors can be woven. 

 

Strikeoffs are always produced with the same production characteristics as the final rug, which means that 

they are produced in the specified quality, woven and washed in the same fashion as the finished product. 

The strikeoff offers the best representation of the final rug colors, but cannot be an exact replica of the final 

rug. 

 

Strikeoffs are highly recommended when customizing silk colors. Strikeoff delivery time is approximately 3-

5 weeks for Tibetan samples and 4-6 weeks for Armenian samples.  Strikeoffs are required for hand-tufted 

and Contract Quality constructions.   

 

Prepayment of strikeoffs is NOT required to initiate their placement into production. However, we do 

require explicit direction to put a strikeoff into production. To place the strikeoff order, a countersigned 

strikeoff Quote form, email or verbal approval is sufficient. Confirmation of the order will be issued in the 

form of a Sales Order and faxed to the customer. 
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V. Custom Rug Sizes & Shapes 
 

A. Specifying Rug Sizes - Size is a critical issue, so it is important to discuss the variations in dimensions that 

are standard with handmade rugs. Prior to contacting the custom department for a Quote, it is imperative to 

know whether the client’s needs can be accommodated within Tufenkian’s range of variation. 

 

Regular Custom rugs will be produced to the specified size with variances of up to: 

 +/- 4% in length 

 +/- 2% in width 

 

If the customer has a minimum or maximum size requirement, please indicate this on the QRF and the 

Custom department will calculate the size that needs to be ordered so as not to exceed or fall short of the 

desired size. If the variance is still unacceptable, we may advise you to order an "Exact Size" rug (See 

Appendix: Special Services). 

 

Please note that Tufenkian’s production 6x9 and 9x12 rugs measure 5’6”x8’6” and 8’9”x11’6” respectively.  

If you order a 6x9 or a 9x12 through Custom, it will be ordered as a “full size” rug measuring 6’0”x9’0” and 

9’0”x12’0” respectively.   

 

B. Size Limitations - maximum rugs sizes are dependent upon, and limited to maximum loom size available 

with different suppliers. Note that oversized looms are available on a first come, first served basis. Tufenkian 

will verify availability of oversized looms, and notify customers accordingly. The production timing quoted 

for oversized rugs will be established with the supplier, based on a mutually agreed upon date for the receipt 

of the deposit. If deposits are not received by the agreed date, the customer may lose their priority status 

with these looms. 

 

 Our Tibetan looms (including Contract Quality) can produce rugs up to a maximum size of 33' in 

width x 50' in length.  However, Yak-soo, due to its heft, is limited to a size no larger than 12’ x 16’ 

(or up to 200 square feet). 

 

 Our Armenian looms can produce rugs up to, a maximum size of 23' in width x 40' in length. 

 

 Tufted Production -- no limitation on length, only width.  40 feet in width is the most a container for 

sea shipping can take.  Air shipping is limited to a rug up to 20 feet in width.  Tufted rugs are rolled 

not folded.  Therefore the width of the rug is the length of the roll.   

 

However, Tufenkian is capable of producing rugs larger than these dimensions. Please consult with a 

Tufenkian Custom Specialist.  

 

C. Rug Shapes - Tufenkian rugs are available in rectangular shapes for all programmed sizes as well as 

square and round rugs in better selling designs and color ways. Those looking for unique, one-of-a-kind 

shapes can do so by submitting a detailed diagram with clear measurements, a template and/or an 

architectural drawing.  For odd-shapes rugs, the entire rug will be affected by this variance. Please consult 

with a Tufenkian Custom Specialist. Tufenkian will quote non-rectangular shapes based on longest length 

and widest width.  
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VI. New Programs  
 

THE TUFENKIAN TUFTED RUG PROGRAM.   
 

In 2011, Tufenkian introduced Tufenkian hand-tufted quality to enable our dealers/showrooms to capture 

sales to customers who would like to purchase Tufenkian designs and the Tufenkian brand, but for whom 

we cannot meet in hand-knotted construction, their absolute budget (price), size  (they need bigger or more 

exact than we can make), or timing except in tufted.  Tufenkian presumes that the sales person has fully sold 

them on the value of Tufenkian products, but hand-tufted is the only option to make the sale.  Any 

Tufenkian designs (except Barbara Barry for whom we are not licensed to make tufted) are available to 

qualified dealers for custom orders crafted in Tufenkian hand-tufted quality.  

 

Size parameters.   

 Sizes may be made in a minimum of 80sqft but pricing will depend on whether a “standard size” is 

selected or not.  A smaller rug may be made but will price at the 8x10 size as a minimum price. 

 Standard Sizes are:  8x10, 8.9x11.6, 10x14, 12x16, 13x18, 14x20.  Non-standard sizes will be 

surcharged. 

 No limitation on length, only width.  40 feet wide is the most a container for sea shipping can take.  

Air shipping is limited to a rug up to 20 feet in width.
1

   

 

 Strikeoffs.  Required for all rugs.   Strikeoffs will deliver in 5 to 6 weeks.  Price = $175 for a 2x2.  

 

Timing:  90-120 days (completed and ready for shipment ex factory) for up to 13’x18’ size.  Add shipping 

timing to NJ as follows:  Air (3 weeks) or sea freight (6-8 weeks) as selected.   

 

Materials.  Tufted is available in Wool, Viscose (silk substitute) or a combination there of.   

 

Colors.   Any standard Tufenkian colors included.  Custom dyeing adds $1 psft for each dyed color. 

 

Construction.  There is only ONE construction for Tufted in any combination of high/lo, pile, loop.   

 

Pricing.  Consult with a Custom Specialist.    
 

 

 

                                                 
1

 Tufted rugs are rolled not folded.  Therefore the width of the rug is the length of the roll.   
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TUFENKIAN CONTRACT QUALITY. 
 
Tufenkian has developed a special hand-knotted construction designed to address commercial and 

hospitality projects of volume.  Contract Designers love our designs and handmade quality, but they often 

cannot work the price point into many of their jobs.  To make Tufenkian more competitive in these large 

scale public installations, we developed the Tufenkian Contract Quality construction that addresses the 

needs of the contract market for Tufenkian designs, handmade with minimal compromise in quality, and 

achieves a significantly lower price point than our normal qualities.   We offer it only for jobs of size – 500 

sqft or more.  If you have a large job that may qualify, please contact the Custom Group.  We will guide you 

through the process. 

 

Contract Quality is made from 100% Tibetan wool completely hand-knotted using identical Tibetan 

knotting techniques.  Though hand-knotted as our normal products, it involves various shortcuts in 

production that have become universal in Nepalese carpet production outside of Tufenkian, but which we 

refuse to adopt in our premium production.   Our premium line carpets show the craftsman’s hand; in 

commercial and hospitality this charm is less important than price and timing, thus the trade-off. 

 

We have introduced three construction qualities --  QC00 (to simulate Shakti), QC80 (to approximate 

Timpa) and QC60 (to approximate Setana).   Pricing is at least 20% lower than for the same “knot” 

designation in our normal qualities.   Even more important  than the price differential is that in the 

QC80/80knot and Q60/60knot Contract Qualities, there are significantly more knots per square inch in the 

Contract Quality than in our normal 60knot (Setana, Lama) and 80knot (Kotana, Timpa) qualities.  That 

means that it is more often possible to translate a Shakti design, into Contract Q2/80knot or Q3/60knot 

quality than it might be with our normal qualities.  So besides the price being at least 20% less expensive, the 

savings can become great.  In addition, with the availability of non-silk silks like Bamboo Silk which are 

much cheaper than genuine silk, we can additionally reduce the cost compared to our program designs with 

silk.   

 

You will find the construction quality will be somewhat more dense than our premium hand-knotted 

qualities and consequently will likely (i) come out straighter on all the sides than our normal qualities; (ii) 

render complicated designs more precisely; and (iii) have less abrash and be more uniform in color.   

 

Size parameters. Up to 30’ x 50’. 

 

Strikeoffs.  Required for all rugs.   Strikeoffs will deliver in 4 to 6 weeks.  Price = $175 for a 2x2.  

 

Timing:  Likely to reduce production time by about 20% vs. similar Nepalese hand-knotted production.  All 

custom orders will be air shipped.   

 

Materials & Colors.  Available in Wool, Silk, Bamboo Silk, Linen, Aloo or a combination there of.   Any 

standard Tufenkian colors included.  Custom dyeing adds $1 psft for each dyed color. 

 

Construction.  QC00 (to simulate Shakti), QC80 (to approximately Timpa) and QC60 (to approximate 

Setana).  High/low, pile, loop, mixed-ply – it is all possible in Tufenkian Contract Quality. 

 

Pricing.   Consult with a Custom Specialist.    
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VII. Finalizing Custom Rug Orders 
 

A. Deposit required for production - no orders for production can be initiated without a deposit for 50% of 
the production cost of the rug accompanied by a copy of the final version of the Quote form, and any other 

relevant signed and dated documents such as the rendering &/or strikeoff approvals. Once the check has 

been matched up with the most recently approved documents in our files, a production order to our factory 

is placed. Failure to provide all relevant information and approvals will delay the ordering process.  

 

If a Purchase Order accompanies the deposit check, the Purchase Order details must conform to the details 
of the final Quote issued.  Resolution of discrepancies will delay the ordering process.  

 

Checks unaccompanied by Quote forms will delay the identification of the project and the placement of the 

rug into production, which is especially important when sending one check for several rugs. Checks should 

reference Job # and Quote # in the check memo field. DO NOT send checks to the Custom Department 

directly. Send checks and all approved materials to the attention of the Tufenkian Finance Manager: 

 

Send Deposits to: Tufenkian Artisan Carpets 

Attn: Finance Manager 

919 3rd Avenue, Ground Floor 

New York, New York 10022  

 

B. Verification of the production order - a custom rug is placed into production with one of our factories 

within one week of receipt of the deposit by the Custom department.  

 

A Sales Order is immediately generated and faxed to the customer. The Sales Order represents 

confirmation that the rug has been put into production, verifies when the order was placed and states the 

expected ETA of the rug at our New Jersey warehouse for inspection and any known delays.  The Sales 

Order also states major specifications of the custom rug being ordered. If any of this information is 

questionable, contact a Tufenkian Custom Specialist or Sales Support Representative immediately. 

 

Implementing any changes requested after the deposit has been received is entirely dependent upon the 

progress of the rug in the production cycle and cannot be guaranteed.   

 

C. Production timing - Production timing of a rug is largely dependent on loom availability at time of order, 

complexity of design and the speed in which the rug is graphed & woven.  There are, however, certain 

events that may affect production and delivery timing including annual Nepalese holidays in the month of 

October, U.S. Customs delays and other factors beyond Tufenkian's control.  We make every attempt to 

reflect known delays on the Sales Order.  Furthermore, we distribute the holiday schedule for Tufenkian 

and our vendors via email and fax, and we stamp each quote with alert messages for known delays.  

 

D. Status of your rug order- Direct all inquiries on status of your production order to your Sales Support 

Representative, who has access to most status information and will refer more complex inquiries and quotes 

to the Custom Department. We maintain monthly status reports with our suppliers which allow us to answer 

most of your questions. More accurate dates are available once a rug is on shipment.  
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Special Services 
 

A. Fast Track - is designated when Tibetan rugs are produced on a tight schedule. This term defines the 

move from a one-shift, standard production cycle, to a three-shift, fast-weave cycle to improve delivery time. 

Fast Track rugs are finished with Tufenkian Wash and air shipped directly from Nepal to NJ. There is an 

up-charge of 10% for this service, so customers should carefully weigh the time savings realized, calculated 

based on the production length of the rug with the additional charges incurred. Note that Fast Track is 

presently only available for Nepalese production. 

 

Typically, when a customer has paid for Fast Track, time is of the essence, therefore payment of balance 

due and freight arrangements should be made prior to the rug’s arrival in the U.S. to ensure timely delivery 

to the client or jobsite. 

 

B. Exact Size - is designated when more stringent size requirements for Tibetan rugs are needed as defined 

above in the section on rug sizes and necessitates an up-charge of 10%.  

 

Exact Size rugs are produced more painstakingly to ensure that size variances are kept to a minimum: 

 0/-2% Shorter in length 

 0/-2% Narrower in width 

This is to say that the rug will not exceed the ordered size but may be 2% smaller.  

 

Armenian Exact Size is not currently offered as an option. 
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Custom Production Timing 
    

 Tibetan Tibetan Tibetan  

RUG 

LENGTH 
Lama/Setana 

Kotana/Timpa/ 

Shakti 
Contract Quality TUFTED 

6’ 10 weeks 14 weeks 14 weeks 12 weeks 

9’ 11 15 15 12 

10’ 11 16 16 12 

12’ 12 17 17 13 

14’ 12 19 19 14 

16’ 13 20 20 15 

18’ 13 21 21 16 

20’ 13 22 22 18 

 

 Armenian Armenian Armenian Armenian 

RUG 

LENGTH 
OUSHAK TABRIZ ESFAHAN TWILIGHTS 

6' 11 weeks 13 weeks 15 weeks 13 to 15 weeks 

9' 13 15 17 15 to 17 

10' 14 16 18 16 to 18 

12' 15 17 19 17 to 19 

14' 16 18 20 18 to 20 

16' 17 19 21 19 to 21 

18' 18 20 22 20 to 22 

20' 19 21 23 21 to 23 

     

1) Production timing quoted on all rugs 14' in width or narrower. 

2) Any rugs over 14' width, or 20' length, call Custom Department for timing. 

3) Production timing is calculated from the point that the Quote, rendering, and strike-off have all 

been approved and the 50% deposit check has been received by Tufenkian until the rug arrives at 

Tufenkian’s NJ Warehouse. Timing presented herein may be affected by Nepalese holidays in the 

month of October, U.S. Customs delays and other factors beyond Tufenkian's control. 

4) Add one week for shipping from NJ Warehouse to Dealer. 

5) Exact Size may add 1 to 3 weeks.  Complicated designs may add 1 to 3 weeks. 
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Quality and Construction Characteristics 

 
A. Tufenkian Tibetan Qualities 

 

All of our Tibetan carpets use the same high quality wool and are hand-carded, hand-spun and hand 

knotted with the Setana loop knot to create the characteristic thick piled Tibetan rugs. And except for 

Kotana, all knots are triple-ply yarn creating a thick, dense, plush pile. Our process does not compromise 

the wool by using bleach, as is the practice elsewhere. The inherent lanolin content is retained in our rugs 

and acts as a natural soil and stain inhibitor. 

 

Shakti - is the finest Tibetan construction we produce. This is the most labor-intensive construction and the 

most costly per square foot. It is the only quality that can be woven with a high silk content (up to 100% silk). 

Both Timpa and Shakti are the constructions of choice for "detailed" designs and are lower in pile height.  

 

Timpa - similar in appearance to Shakti, but not quite as fine as Shakti in construction, Timpa is about 10% 

less expensive per square foot than Shakti. This quality may be used with silk accents (up to 20%). 

 

Setana - slightly higher Tibetan pile height of .55" and is also always specified as Tufenkian Wash. Both 

Setana and Lama have the same knot count and are constructed with the same high quality wool. The 

Setana and Lama yarns are thicker than the Timpa and Shakti yarns, and are used in creating less detailed 

patterns. 

 

Kotana - has a construction somewhere between Setana and Shakti. The pile height is similar to Timpa, but 

because each knot is single-ply yarn, it has more surface texture and color striation. It lends itself to simple 

large motif modern designs and the price per square foot is generally equivalent to Timpa. It is always 

specified as Tufenkian Wash. 

 

Lama - is a Tibetan construction always specified as Tufenkian Wash with a pile height of .45", Lama is 

slightly lower than the Setana pile, providing compliance with ADA requirements. Lama features the lowest 

price per square foot of any of our selections.  Although the construction is similar to Setana, the price per 

square foot is about 25% less expensive. This quality is only available in custom to Tufenkian approved 

Contract accounts, for Khooloo wall-to-wall carpeting, or for resizing existing designs programmed in Lama. 

 

Yak-soo - Tufenkian’s Yak-soo is a thick, shaggy rug, made from Tibetan sheep’s wool.  Yak-soo’s colors 

come from vegetable dyes or can come undyed.  Yak-soo is washed with clear water using no chemicals at 

all, and they are all hand-knotted using an ancient Tibetan Tsukten weave.   

 

Contract Quality - is a Tufenkian hand-knotted construction specifically developed to address the market for 

commercial and hospitality installations.  Made from 100% Tibetan wool, completely hand-knotted but 

involving certain production efficiencies that make it less costly than Tufenkian premium construction 

qualities.  Three qualities are available in Contract Quality:  QC00 (to simulate Shakti), QC80 (to 

approximate Timpa) and QC60 (to approximate Setana).   Construction quality will be somewhat more 

dense than our premium hand-knotted qualities and consequently will likely (i) come out straighter on all 

the sides than our normal qualities; (ii) render complicated designs more precisely; and (iii) have less abrash 

and be more uniform in color.   
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Tufenkian Tufted Quality – Hand-tufted construction developed specifically for Tufenkian. 

 

B. Tufenkian Armenian Qualities 

 

Tufenkian has pioneered a revival of the great ancient tradition of Armenian carpet weaving, insisting on the 

finest materials and hand craftsmanship. The lustrous long-fibered wool characteristic of Caucasian 

mountain sheep is carded, spun, dyed and knotted by hand to create richly textured, subtly shaded rugs. 

Our process gently preserves the inherent lanolin content of the wool which acts as a natural soil and stain 

inhibitor. Armenian construction qualities have a much higher knot count than Tibetan qualities and thus 

can support more intricate patterns. All Armenian constructions use triple-ply yarn with each knot.  

 

Over the years, we have heard a call from our Dealers and Designers towards low pile, Peshawar-looking 

rugs.  In early 2010, Tufenkian introduced a sheared Armenians collection which gives just this effect.  

Shearing our Armenian rugs gives an incredible look to the rugs, brings out the abrash and beautiful color 

striations, takes down the pile height and takes off the “fuzz” that sometimes characterizes the older 

Armenians.  Unless otherwise specified, all custom Armenian rugs will be sheared. 

 

Esfahan - Is the most luxurious of the Armenian qualities and has the finest construction as well as a 

smoother, thicker pile. It lends itself to delicate and refined designs with a lot of fine detail. 

 

Tabriz - Has more knots per square inch than Oushak, a denser pile and finer texture suitable for more 

detailed and elegant designs. It is our most frequently used quality in Armenia. 

 

Oushak - Is the most textured and least finely knotted of our three Armenian qualities and consequently has 

the lowest price per square foot. The designs suitable for Oushak have larger shapes and less detail. 

 

Soumakh - A flat weave that may be integrated with Esfahan, Tabriz, Oushak or woven exclusively for a 

custom rug.   

 

Armenian Production 

Swiss Metal Complex dyes are also used with Armenian production. The dyeing process we use deliberately 

emphasizes subtle shading in each color. This is further enhanced by the Tufenkian wash. Since more 

texture & subtle variation are exhibited within each Armenian color, they are not suitable when a ‘solid’ 

color with no abrash is desired. You may specify Armenian colors from the Color Pom Box.  Armenian 

Production over the years has produced rugs with less abrash and more vivid colors.  If you are specifying a 

custom rug off an older sample Armenian rug, the rugs are very likely to look quite different.  Therefore, we 

recommend doing a strikeoff before ordering a custom Armenian rug.   

 

If you need help assessing a sample for the best match, you may ship it to the Custom Department for 

evaluation and color specification.   
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Contract Job Registry 
 

Tufenkian maintains a Contract Job Registry to establish continuity in pricing and to avoid duplicate quoting 

on a projects which can lead to different Tufenkian prices listed out in the market for the same job.  

Ultimately, the Registry protects the interest of the registering representative on a project.  Registered jobs 

will be logged in with the Tufenkian Custom Department so that your project is registered nationwide.  Jobs 

that meet one or more of the following criteria should be registered:  Large volume 

Contract/Commercial/Hospitality installations; jobs involving a purchasing agent/entity other than the 

specifying firm; jobs with multiple locations (such as hospitality, corporate offices, franchises, etc.).   

 

In order for a project to be registered we would minimally need the following information:   

 

 Specifying Firm and Contact;  

 Purchasing Agent/Entity; 

 Project name;  

 Required lead time/installation date; 

 Project address (this helps in the case of projects with multiple locations, and comparison of 

incoming quote requests listing the address only for reference); 

 Project scope (specification of rugs, including proposed quantity of rugs); 

 Pricing structure proposed (designer net, contract net, volume discounting, etc.). 

 

Jobs should be formally registered with the Custom Department by completing the Registration Form found 

on Tufenkian’s online FTP site and submitting via fax at 201-221-1070 attn:  Custom Department or via e-

mail to Custom@tufenkian.com.  

 

From time to time, the Custom Department will inquire on the status of registered jobs with the registering 

Dealer.  Going forward, should there be any issues or concerns with a registered job or any Contract project, 

please contact a Custom Department Representative; we will work with all parties to find a resolution to the 

problem. 

     

 

 

 

mailto:Custom@tufenkian.com
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Rug Inspection Process 
 

A. Estimated Time of Arrival - the ETA quoted on all Custom rugs is the date of expected arrival at our 

New Jersey warehouse and takes into consideration the order processing, production and shipping time 

needed to bring the rug to that point. Additional information about the progress of the rug is available once 

the rug leaves the factory and is assigned a shipment to the U.S., approximately 4-6 weeks before the ETA; 

then more accurate tracking is possible. All Custom rugs get the fastest means of transportation available and 

are 95% on time or early. Delays are rarely due to production, and are mostly dependent on freight 

scheduling, customs processing, and vendor holiday schedules, which are beyond our control. 

 

B.  Inspection - custom rugs are individually inspected within a day or two after arriving at our New Jersey 

warehouse. Each rug is laid out, measured and carefully checked for the following aspects: 

 

 Quality and overall design 

 Color accuracy and placement 

 Design elements and scale 

 Shape and fringe instructions 

 Other special specifications 

 Problems of any kind 

 

C.  Processing and shipping of approved Custom rugs - after a Custom rug has been inspected and 

approved, it is released for processing through our credit department, and once approved, shipped 

immediately thereafter. Occasional problems occur that interfere with this process and every effort is made 

to make sure they do not delay the shipping of the rugs. As policy, all custom rugs are shipped insured at 
Stocking Dealer price and may affect our selection of shipping method.  
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Issue Resolution 

 
Rugs with minor problems - if a rug has a minor defect which does not fully pass inspection, a call will be 

made to the dealer to alert them and the rug will be released for shipping. The dealer is expected to show 

the rug to the customer and see if the defect is minor enough for it to be accepted as is and at full price, in 

which case, no further action is necessary. 

 

Rugs with major problems - if a rug has a major defect such as wrong colors, very strong abrash, wrong 

quality, it is put on hold until the situation is discussed with the dealer and options on handling the situation 

are determined. In all cases the dealer is encouraged to show the rug to the customer.  

 

We aspire to resolve all problems fairly and take the responsibility for any defect that may occur in the 

production or ordering process. Please keep in mind that when ordering a Custom rug, it is of the utmost 

importance to specify all the required information clearly and to ask for our help if unsure about any aspect 

of the order. Furthermore, it is critically important that you convey the parameters of the Tufenkian Custom 

Program to your clients so their expectations are properly managed.  

 

Customer satisfaction is our utmost concern, however, the inherent handmade characteristic of every 

Tufenkian rug is not just the trademark but also constitutes its value. This does not imply that we consider a 

wrongly, or badly executed rug to be acceptable. It does mean there are likely to be slight differences 

(including a range of acceptable variations of color and size) between the final custom rug when compared to 

the approved strike off or to the production rugs on which it is based. It is our belief that a rug should be 

assessed as a whole for its beauty and that focusing on one or two minor details that might deviate from the 

original conception will sometimes obscure the client’s view of the beauty and uniqueness of the actual 

piece. 
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Costs - Custom Rugs, Services and Materials 
 

Renderings 

Resizing and/or recoloring an existing design – no design/scale change up to 1 

hour of work 

$0 

  

Modify an existing design – changes in elements, scale. $100 to $200 

  

Original Design Concept – taken from non-rug source up to 6 hours work*   $300+ 

*  For projects estimated to exceed 6 hours, we will advise estimated cost. 
 

We offer to you renderings free of charge for basic re-coloring and/or re-scaling.  For renderings more 

complex in nature, our rates as detailed in the Custom Manual (and unchanged for 10 years!)  still apply.  

 

Custom Rug Pricing 

Base Custom Rug Pricing       NO UPCHARGE* 

Air Shipping       $2 per sq. ft. surcharge** 

Fast Track       10% additional up charge 

Exact Size       10% additional up charge 

Custom Dyed Yarn      $50 per color for strikeoff 

        $100 per color for rug 

Rugs 200 sq. ft. or larger      $2 per sq. ft. surcharge*** 

Minimum Custom Rug Cost     $250 

 

* No upcharge over normal per square foot charge for Program rugs.  This includes resizings, recolorings, 
modification of design elements and/or oval, round, rectangular-shaped rugs. 
** Applied to entire cost of rug.  Air shipping will shave 6 weeks off of sea shipping. 
*** Applied to entire cost of rug. 
 
Custom Materials 

Color Pom Box with Custom Manual    $ 250. 

 

Strikeoffs 

Tibetan 1x1 2x2 

Setana or Lama $100 $200 

Timpa or Shakti (all wool or silk up to 45%) $125 $250 

Shakti with Silk content over 45% $150 $300 

Yak-soo w/custom dyed color $150 $250 

Contract Quality – QC60 $100 $200 

Contract Quality – QC80, QC00 $125 $250 

   

All Armenian Qualities (Esfahan, Tabriz, 

Oushak) 

$125 $250 

   

Tufted n/a $175 
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